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To facilitate electronic distribution of this drawing, wet signatures have been replaced with typed initials.
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These notes are based on the use of experienced & competent

contractors carrying out work using an approved safe method of working.

Notes below are additional to hazards/risks normally associated with this

type of work. Refer to document:-


































 An initiative was set up to reduce the use of knife work, 
following a serious accident where an electrician, when using a 
Stanley type knife to strip thick walled cable, sustained a 
laceration to his foot which required surgery.

 A working group was established and meetings were held with 
suppliers, client, HS&E team and workforce representatives 
including the injured party, to identify ways of reducing the use 
of knives.

 One of the solutions considered by the working party was the 
use of cable stripping tools

 A trial was arranged to test alternatives to knives

Out of a total of 12 different tools on the market two were 
chosen as being the most effective.

The ALROC PG2HTA –PG4HTA was selected as the main 
stripping tool for outer sheaths, the tool comes in various sizes 
which can be used to strip cables from 08mm to 75mm, and 
these plier type stripping tools allow the user to remove the 
cable outer sheath without cutting in to the cores. The tool was 
selected due to its ease of use and found to be most effective at 
stripping the thicker sheath.

Quote from one of the electrician’s trialling the tool “much safer 
way of stripping outer sheaths, than using a Stanley”

The other product on trial is the TYCO KMS-K Sheath Cable 
Cutter. This small cutter is designed to cut up to 25mm diameter 
cable at any point on the cable, during the trials these were 
selected due to being excellent for stripping smaller diameter 

cables as well as having an adjustable blade and being compact.

The introduction of these types of tools reduced the use of 
knives in an industrial installation by approximately 90%.

There still remained some circumstances where a knife was 
needed; stripping flexible butyl cables for example.

The Starrett hidden edge safety knife was also selected after a 
number of trials of different safety Knives available. The Starrett 
knife was chosen as it will keep the blade hidden away when not 
in use, found to be robust and the blade cannot be locked out 
and are fitted with a bull nose blade. The knives are also 
restricted in use through numbers issued as well as all users go 
through training in the form of a toolbox talk on the safe use of 
Knives and are used in conjunction with Cut 5 resistance gloves.

PRODUCT ON TRIAL PRODUCT ON TRIAL

Benefits of stripping tools:
 Significantly reduces the likelihood of injury
  The tools can reduced the use for Knives for stripping cables up to 

90%
 Prevent sideslip on any diameter of cable
 Ease of use in restricted space, i.e. junction boxes,  cabinets etc

ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION - CASE STUDY:
REDUCTION IN KNIFE USAGE
Historically electricians have been using all different types and makes of craft knives for stripping 
cables outer and inner sheaths etc, over the years there have been a number of incidents within our 
industry that have involved the use knives.


